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ShakeoutPro™ Jobsite Staging App
Save Time, Money, and Effort with Our Jobsite Shakeout & Staging App
Are you still using stacks of paper and drawings during the shakeout process and trying to visualize
where each piece of steel goes on the jobsite?
What a lot of work — and time consuming!
We have a solution to cut your staging time significantly. ShakeoutPro™ is an innovative staging and
shakeout app that saves you money, time and effort by using a 3D model to illustrate the parts of a
building and where they belong on the jobsite. With this app, your fully realized project fits in the palm
of your hand on a smartphone or tablet. By scanning the barcode on any part, bundle or crate the app
will digitally identify the appropriate parts and highlight them within the 3D model right on your screen.
This is the future of construction and it’s easy to use. If you haven’t tried this use of technology, you’re
missing out.
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Save time, money and effort in the unloading and
staging of steel on the jobsite
Maximize efficiency in layout process and increase
productivity from day one by enabling teams to
find and place steel faster
Provide a rotatable/scalable 3D BIM model
allowing erection teams to easily
interpret plans
Quick access to a listing of the contents
of your truck, crate or bundle
Ability to status parts by color coding
and tagging as received, staged,
installed, missing, damaged or unused
No additional special equipment or
software required
All project data can be accessed from
the cloud
Purchase on a per project basis during the quoting process using eQuote
Once purchased for a project, any number of users may use the program
ShakeoutPro™ is available for Apple and Android devices. Authorized
Builders can launch and load ShakeoutPro™ from your Toolbox app.
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